To all of our World Peace Alliance
www.worldpeacealliance.com
Today, because World Peace is about good, while war and deceit is about evil, I'm writing about good and evil.

Everyone says that they hate war, and most people really do, yet war has always been a part of
human life. Nearly all societies throughout history
have engaged in some form of warfare. And for as long as there has been war there
have been good people trying to end it. Unfortunately, despite
minor successes lasting peace has been a dream that has been impossible to realize.
That dream has not died, however, and people continue the
fight to end all war. A recent example is the new campaign called World Beyond
War (WBW).
http://rinf.com/alt-news/latest-news/war-deception-path-world-beyond-war/
And, no, killing in self defense, whether over a large area that is part of a war, or an individual in
one's home, is not evil.
And, no, lying very seldom for a good reason is not evil, either.
Starting wars for selfish purposes, and with the use of deceit, and by brainwashing soldiers and the
general public, is evil.
George Orwell wrote that "In an age of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act."
Indeed, in this age, over much of our world, telling the PROVEN truth will cause one to be wrongly
called a "terrorist."

Evil is a real phenomena, despite what liars tell children in grade school - and trying to be adults but stunted by
the culture - in college.
Evil is real, whatever one hears from parents or the lying media. It's not just something "relative" to something
else. It is.
And, what is the essence of evil? It is deceit. "The devil is a liar, and the father of lies," states the Western Bible.
And, this is true of all sorts of political or spiritual lies, or those about simple and proven facts. But, where is the
evil? It's with those who tell, AND those who believe, the lies. And, it's with those who make up lies they tell to
themselves. One of the most proficient exposers of this evil upon oneself is Anthony Robbins. Procrastination
is a major lie that people tell themselves again and again. "I will do it tomorrow," but tomorrow never comes. It is
a major problem. One method of overcoming this, is to write long and short term goals on paper constantly, and
check again and again what is being accomplished. Another is to have a friend, spouse, or blood relative help
make a person accountable.
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A fact is, by definition, something that is self evident. It's not an opinion. It just is. There is nothing subjective
about a fact. If you and I stand outside on a sunny day at noon, we MUST agree it's daytime in our location.
Either that, or one of us is insane.
I call your attention to the words of Michael Tsarion, an expert on the NEW WORLD ORDER, and a person very
knowledgeable on the subject of EVIL, PSYCHOLOGY, and SANITY vs INSANITY.
http://psychicvampirism.com/
He talks about HOW TO BE SANE IN AN INSANE WORLD. I would add the question, what has made much of
our world predominantly insane? And, the simple answer is we, the people. We, all of us, created the so-called
"elite" who are wreaking havoc on our planet. They never could survive, thrive, and maintain their power over the
people if not for the conscious, and unconscious, consent of those who chose to be mental, emotional, and
physical slaves. If not for the consent of those who wished to believe obvious, and proven, lies.

And, another characteristic of EVIL is PSYCHIC
VAMPARISM. They suck out one's energy. They feed off of
people's psychic energy, and off of their labor. They put
out nothing of substance. So, there is no normal
exchange. They just take. By the way, they want you to
hate them. They feed off of both misplaced love and trust,
and upon hatred. Give them neither.
All change is not progressive. Often enough, it is a backward movement. The most effective method for
determining what is backward, and what is forward, is to look at history, and what is now happening in areas
around the world. Another way is to determine what change goes contrary to what all humans are born with, and
what is in harmony with that.
Take, for example, the changes noted on the following web page, in certain parts of the world:
http://wearechangehuerfano.us/culture.html
Look at the differences of diet in certain parts of the world. What is natural water? What unnatural substance in
water cause people to become stupid? Can this be considered constructive, or progressive, change when
people drink poison, when they drink fluoride and become stupid (as measured from IQ tests) from that?
Look at diet and longevity. In what parts of the world do people live longest, and where do they live shorter
lives? It corresponds, to a great extent, to what they eat. In certain parts of the world, living healthful and strong
to 120 is not nearly as unusual as in the United States. Find out why.
When one is gullible, often their lives become a lie. How? Here is an example:
I lived in Boulder Colorado from 1971 to 1986, then again I lived near, and went to Boulder often from 1992 to
2004. I learned of a culture, a cult-like mentality, in Boulder.
I was most impressed by the SPIRITUAL GURU cult, and also the BICYCLE - GLOBAL
WARMING cult. There is nothing wrong with Eastern Philosophy, nor is there anything wrong with
riding bikes for health, and fun. I have personally benefited from Eastern Philosophy, meditation,
etc. I have also enjoyed, and benefited from bicycle riding.
But, in Boulder, far too many people, in my opinion, live out the lie of GLOBAL WARMING CLIMATE CHANGE, and BELIEVE THEY MUST LIVE OUT EVERY WORD COMES OUT OF THE
MOUTHS OF THEIR GURUS.

Their lives are a lie.
If one's daily bicycle trips in high traffic, and heavy vehicle areas, are for the purpose of saving the earth from
global warming/climate change, they are bicycling, every day, throwing away their time, and placing undue risk
upon their lives for the purpose of a lie. And, it's a lie they could easily find out about, and have proven to them.
This is gullibility in the extreme.
http://wearechangehuerfano.us/climate/

These people could drive to a park, perhaps out near 9th and Baseline Rd. - a beautiful area - and
ride their bikes for recreation and scenery, then have much more time available for other activities.
They could live the truth.
Instead they live in blind denial of the truth. Blind denial is a form of insanity. More on that here,
for just $1.00 Download Kindle for your computer here:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=kcp_pc_mkt_lnd?docId=1000426311

All the wars, the insanity, come from within all of us. I write of what is internal inside of you, because what you
have inside of you creates all of that which you do not want on the outside, and in your own body. You cannot,
with integrity, decry all that you do not want, and forget that you must stop denying all that is within you, and in
your daily life, that is self deceptive. You must find harmony inside of you, to help produce truth, peace, and
harmony in your own life, and in our world.
Thank You for your attention
Bruce Kettler

